


Performance Wovens Vol. II
Upholstery
Our innovative Performance Wovens series offers a mix of coordinating and complementing upholstery designs, solids and textures stocked with 

ALTA or Crypton Home soil and stain repellent technology. Let Performance Wovens protect you from the inevitable messes and spills of everyday 

life so you can enjoy your home carefree. 

Performance Wovens brings residential hand and styling to the realm of commercial upholstery with a performance story, making the collection a 

perfect choice for high impact looks in a hospitality setting. 

Dragonfruit combines luscious citrus shades like tangelo orange and Meyer lemon yellow with a range of pinks from soft blush and rose to hot 

raspberry, accented with pops of trendy acid green. 

Al Fresco features enduringly fresh combinations of blue and green for a modern look.

Canyon runs the gamut of warm neutrals from vanilla and camel to vibrant copper. 

Shadow & Light offers sleek silvers to deep greys enlivened with fresh yellow accents. 

All patterns pass the performance guidelines established by ACT for woven upholstery fabrics in high traffic/public spaces.

Featured: Top - Open Concept 804, 812, 603, 820, 726. Dragonfruit - Cubic 818, One Way 805, Cubic 815, Bitsy 803. Al Fresco - Arezzo 632, 

Havasu 630, Renew 627, Bitsy 620, Gazing 615, Metric 613, Panthera 611, Jogging Path 610, Arezzo 619. Canyon - Zircon 732, Backdrop 704, 

Facade 739, Victory 701, Open Concept 736, Bitsy 706, Renew 708. Shadow & Light - Zircon 935, Zircon 929. 



Easy Rider III
Upholstery
The next installment in our faux leather 

series Easy Rider ups the style ante with 

ultra-durable looks ranging from high im-

pact metallics, a chic slubby silk texture to 

an all-out glam sparkle effect. The majority 

of Easy Rider III is stain-resistant, imbued 

with either Writer’s Block or Sta-Kleen 

repel-and-release stain inhibitor. 

All patterns are suitable for commer-

cial application. 

Pure & Simple VII - Raw Silk Look
Multi Purpose

The latest entry in our drapery solid/texture series, pattern Darwin is a perfectly drapeable 

slubby texture with a subtle hint of sheen for a tussah-like effect. Washable and passing NFPA 

701, Darwin is an excellent foundational choice for everything from casual drapery panels to 

more formal looks.

Pattern Darwin passes NFPA 701
 

Featured: Easy Rider III - Styx 30, Knox 34, Bilbao 55, Monaco 76, Zeeland 6, Luxor 20, Ibiza 52, Ibiza 77, Monaco 4, Aveiro 70, Ibiza 72, Ibiza 50, 

Florence 36, Knox 33, Ibiza 26. Pure & Simple VII - Darwin 703, 737, 716. 

Cleaning stains is a 
breeze! 

Rub the affected 
area with a dry soft 
cloth

Goodbye stains. 
Hello clean! 
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Dim Out I
Drapery
Dim Out I is a must-have compilation of 

washable, NFPA 701 textures in a 98% 

dim out construction. The soft, touchable 

hand and dry finish lend this practical col-

lection an elegant sensibility while meeting 

the specifications required for an array of 

commercial settings. 

All patterns pass NFPA 701

Featured: Counting Sheep 960, Sandman 

959, Slumber 923.

Super Wide 
Sheers
Drapery 
Super Wide Sheers introduces five use-any-

where sheers in a sought-after extra-wide 

130” width, perfect for the extra-high 

windows that have become the norm in 

home and commercial construction. The 

range of styles, from a delicate batiste 

to an open casement-like texture, are 

rendered in a palette of refined, understat-

ed neutrals. All patterns pass NFPA 701 

making this an instant staple for commer-

cial projects. 

All patterns pass NFPA 701Featured: Naomi 130, Elle 144, Linda 102, Elle 106, Linda 107, Amber 147, Christy 152. 


